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A Chamber of Commerce's primary

purpose is to be the voice of reason

on behalf of it's business members, to

those decision makers of Policy at

local, State and Federal level. A

strong Chamber membership will

have the resources to enable it to

represent the interests of its

members. Kilcoy Chamber is enjoying

growing support. The Committee is

dedicated to its goals of Advocacy

and Promotion and its vision of a

Strong Kilcoy Business Sector. 

Kilcoy is central to future growth in

population of SEQ (57% by 2043) that

is greater than any surrounding

town. Somerset Region will enjoy

56% population growth by 2043.

Kilcoy must benefit from this growth

and should be planning its path to

greater prosperity now. 

We know we have major impact

industry's on our doorstep. Kilcoy is

central to the Somerset Region and

the planning decisions the Chamber

invests in should work in concert at

district and regional level.  

Prosperity with change does not

necessarily mean pain. The 2018

Chamber is revisiting unresolved

issues eg: transport routes,

investment pathways, RV tourism

ideas, housing availability, southern

connections and NBN connectivity.  
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Kilcoy Business has

a voice in the

Chamber. Use this

voice to be heard

where it counts.  
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The Chamber of Commerce

Investment QLD Pulse Survey of

Business conditions determines

sentiment measures for the

September quarter show business

confidence in Queensland has waned,

particularly with respect for the

economy at both the state and

national level. 

The main influencers on Business

confidence are Costs, Economic and

Politics. Such influencers no stranger

to local businesses.  Costs such as

power, fuel and finance.  Economic

issues included interest rate  
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In theory, the NBN has many benefits

to small businesses including: 

Improved performance with faster

broadband, offer easier access to

flexible working arrangements

through faster and more reliable

broadband and opens potential new

opportunities through faster internet. 

 

environment, rising business costs

and tax policy as well as skills

shortages. Political issues simply

stated as lack lustre performances at

all levels of government with poor

planning particularly noted. That

infrastructure was subject to inequity

of government spending which

prioritised some areas and regions at

the expense of others.  

Despite this sentiment, Kilcoy enjoys a

strong demand for housing and

business activity as several new

businesses have opened or will be

soon, more than leveling out the

natural attrition of recent closures.  

Kilcoy Businesses excel at customer

service. Repeat business at local level

is what keeps a town flourishing. A

tidy town mentality brings the people. 
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The Chamber is concerned for the

advocacy of all businesses in the

district. The rights of the few,

logically argued may prevail.

Equally, ideas of yesteryear may

swing to needs of today. Current

Infrastructure spend in our region

includes bridges and roads.

Federal, State and Local

government responsibilities affect

planning decisions. Kilcoy would

certainly benefit from the re -

routing of heavy haulage vehicles

from our streets. The economic

value to business easily measured.

However, this old idea has to be

remade anew. The Chamber

welcomes this discussion in 2019. 

Many Kilcoy businesses have not

had the success of the NBN as

described. The Chamber has

produced a detailed report that has

been forward to our federal

member of Blair. The outcome we

hope for is to be heard. Kilcoy

matters and unless we strive for

recognition with a unified voice, we

can drift away from the minds of

decision makers of our future.  president@kilcoychamberofcommerce.com.au


